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ABSTRACT

How to guide users to quickly �nd channels of their interests is
critical for IPTV service providers to prevent their customers from
switching to Over-the-Top (OTT) content providers, such as Net�ix
or Hulu. Recommendation Systems (RSs) have been widely adopted
by Internet-based content service providers, such as Amazon, Net�ix, and Spotify, to enhance their customer experience. Advanced
machine learning techniques, such as collaborative �ltering, natural language processing, and multimedia content analytics, have
been developed to automatically generate recommendations for
books, movies, music, etc. IPTV providers have all the technical
means to enhance their services by developing channel RS that
generates personalized channel recommendation for each user. But
we haven’t seen much RS adoption in IPTV so far. Most TV services
only o�er Electronic Program Guide (EPG), which is a long list
of channels organized in a multi-layer menu. General EPG is not
tailored to individual user tastes. EPG is also annoying to end users
– whenever a user wants to switch channel, she needs to navigate
to EPG �rst, reads through the long channel list, then jumps to a
channel of her interest. It is possible to generate personalized EPG
for a user by augmenting the full channel list with a short list of
channels that are most likely watched by the user, as predicted
by the channel RS. It is also more desirable to generate realtime
channel recommendation on-the-�y: instead of recommending a
long list of channels when a user turns on TV and using it for the
whole watching session, a new short channel list is generated and
popped up on TV whenever the user initiates channel switching
from her remote.
Each channel consists of a sequence of programs. Some programs
have �xed periodic schedules, e.g. daily news at 7pm, and content
continuity, e.g. TV show series. Some programs are only broadcasted once, e.g., live sports events, and maybe at unpredictable
time, e.g. coverage of emerging events. One way of recommending
channels is to recommend programs inside channels. For example,
if program A is scheduled to be broadcasted on channel x starting at time t, and we predict that user u will like program A, then
we will recommend channel x to user u at time t. However, there
are several challenges to this program-based channel RS. First of,
in Collaborative Filtering (CF), to recommend an item to a user,
we need to know the ratings of this item by other users similar

Compared with the traditional television services, Internet Protocol TV (IPTV) can provide far more TV channels to end users.
However, it may also make users feel confused even painful to �nd
channels of their interests from a large number of them. In this
paper, using a large IPTV trace, we analyze user channel-switching
behaviors to understand when, why and how they switch channels.
Based on user behavior analysis, we develop several base and fusion
recommender systems that generate in real-time a short list of channels for users to consider whenever they want to switch channels.
Evaluation on the IPTV trace demonstrates that our recommender
systems can achieve up to 45 percent hit ratio with only three candidate channels. Our recommender systems only need access to
user channel watching sequences, and can be easily adopted by
IPTV systems with low data and computation overheads.
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Houwei Cao

INTRODUCTION

With the wide adoption of smart TV and Internet protocol TV
(IPTV), TV users can now get much more channels and better
watching experience. However, the long standing problem of “which
channel to watch?" still bothers them even in the current IPTV era.
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to the target user. This works well for books, music, and movies,
which users consume/rate asynchronously. In live IPTV channels,
all users watch the same program at the same time, there is no
rating history for the program to leverage on, i.e., the well-known
“cold item" problem for CF. Content analysis is one way to deal with
the “cold item" problem. By analyzing program metadata, such as
category, description, producer, actors, etc., we can recommend
to a user new programs that have content features similar to the
programs liked/watched by the user before. To achieve this, we will
have to maintain and analyze various metadata of old programs
watched by users. We also need to access detailed metadata for new
programs to be broadcasted. However, detailed program metadata
are not always available, especially for one-time and unplanned
programs. Finally, since we are interested in realtime channel recommendation and users are free to leave and join a channel in the
middle of a program broadcast, should we recommend a user to
watch a program that is half-way through or close-to-end? All those
complexities suggest that a channel is a much more volatile item
for recommendation than a book or a movie, and program-based
channel RS is not always feasible and e�cient.
In this paper, we develop channel RSs that generate realtime channel
recommendations to guide user channel switching in IPTV systems.
Our RSs only need access to channel watching sequences of users,
and don’t need any program metadata, nor involve any program
content analysis. Since our RSs only work at the channel level, they
are completely oblivious to the schedule and content diversity at the
program level. They can be easily integrated into the existing IPTV
systems without incurring much computation and data overhead.
Towards this goal, using a rich trace of real IPTV users, we �rst
conduct a thorough analysis on user channel switching behaviors
with a focus on when, why and how they switch channels. We show
that users have di�erent needs of channel recommendation for
di�erent types of channel switching. Based on insights obtained
from user behavior analysis, we then develop several base RSs
that can already give good channel recommendations by exploring
basic user and channel features, such as global and personal channel
popularity, personal schedule, channel transition pattern, etc. We
further improve the accuracy of base RSs through model fusion
with di�erent prediction models, ranking approaches, and data
partitioning. Through evaluation on the real IPTV user trace, we
demonstrate that it is possible to generate accurate realtime channel
recommendations by only mining user channel watching sequences.
The best fusion RS achieves an impressive hit ratio of 45% when
only three channels are recommended.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss the related work on RSs for TV channels. In Section 3, we
analyze users’ channel watching and switching patterns. Based on
the statistic analysis, in Section 4, we propose our base and fusion
RSs and evaluate their performance. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Spotify and YouTube. Treating TV channels as OTT content, Cha et
al. [5] was able for the �rst time to characterize a series of channel
viewing properties, such as viewing sessions, channel popularity,
user geographical distribution, and channel switching behaviors
for a large IPTV network. Later, Qiu et al. [23] also conducted IPTV
channel popularity analysis and focused on its temporal dynamics.
Measurement and modeling of video watching time in a large-scale
Internet video-on-demand system was presented in [9]. In [18],
user behaviors for live and on-demand content were compared for
an IPTV system delivering both types of content. Di�erent from the
previous measurement studies, we focus on user channel switching
patterns that can be mined for realtime channel recommendation.
Accurate channel switching prediction can improve user experience in di�erent ways. For example, studies in [15], [27] and [29]
used channel popularity based content pre-fetching to reduce channel switching delay, which is much longer in IPTV than in the
traditional TV. Meanwhile, other studies used channel switching
prediction to simply improve user experience of �nding interesting
channels to watch.
Various RS algorithms, e.g., [13, 14, 22], have been proposed
to match users’ personal interests with huge amount of content
choices. In the TV domain, most RSs were built to address the
program recommendation problem [26]. After the �rst EPG was
introduced by Das et al. [11], a series of rule-based, statistical or
machine learning approaches have been proposed for TV program
RS, e.g., [2, 8, 12, 17, 24, 25, 28, 30]. Di�erent from those studies, our
RSs directly recommend channels, instead of programs. Compared
with program RSs, channel RSs are more �exible, do not require
extra program information, and can be adopted by IPTV systems
with low data and computation overheads.
There are also several RSs for TV channels. Lee et al. [16] analyzed user channel watching behaviors in terms of recency and
frequency and developed a channel RS. Park et al. [21] proposed a
recommendation algorithm based on user channel switching history. Chang et al. [7] proposed a TV channel RS based on the feedback loser tree (FLT) algorithm. Chang et al. [6] and Oh et al. [20]
developed TV channel RSs based on collaborative �ltering methods,
such as Matrix Factorization. Ning et at. [19] considered TV channel
recommendation as a channel pro�t maximization problem: how
to switch among n channels, each of which contains at most k live
shows. Compared with the existing channel RSs, our improvements
are two folds: �rstly, we introduce six base RSs to generate channel features and achieve higher recommendation accuracy using
fusion RS models; secondly, our system requires only user channel
watching sequences and can generate channel recommendation
on-the-�y to guide user channel-switching in realtime.

3

RELATED WORK

CHANNEL SWITCHING ANALYSIS

To de�ne a realistic and relevant channel recommendation task
for IPTV users, we �rst need to understand their channel switching behaviors and their needs for channel recommendation. More
speci�cally, we want to know when, why, and how users switch
channels, and how di�cult they can �nd interesting channels.

TV user behavior study was very limited in both scale and accuracy
until IPTV made large-scare monitoring and survey possible. With
the booming of OTT content, both content popularity and user
behaviors are well studied, e.g, [1], [9] and [18]. This paved the way
for the wide adoption of RS among OTT providers, such as Net�ix,
148
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Figure 1: A sample of raw channel-watching log and the derived user behavior statistics.

3.1 Dataset and Terminology

T . Two interesting channels are marked with green color
in Figure 1, when we choose T = 10 minutes.
• Transition between Interesting Channels: It is important for us to understand a user’s interest transitions, which
is de�ned as the transition between two adjacent interesting channels. It is not necessarily captured by any channel
switching. As the example in Figure 1, the transition from
channel 2 to channel 10 never shows up as a channel switching sequence, but it might suggest that the user tends to
watch channel 10 after watching channel 2, even though
she watched channel 3 and 4 brie�y in between.

Our dataset is provided by a major IPTV service provider for the
metropolitan area of Guangzhou, China. It consists of user channel
watching logs for the entire month of August 2014. Each log is a
four-tuple:
{user_id, channel_id, start time, end time}
There are totally 222K users, 133 channels, and 73M logs. Figure 1
illustrates sample channel-watching logs of a user. From the logs,
we can obtain the user’s channel switching sequence, and directly
calculate her watching duration for each channel. We can further
derive the following user behavior data:
• Watching Session is de�ned as a period during which
the user turns on her TV, watches a sequence of channels,
till she turns o� the TV. In theory, there shouldn’t be any
gap for two sequential channel watching activities in a session. But in some cases, the user may turn her TV o� and
on in just a few seconds. We still treat it as a consecutive
watching session. In our trace analysis, to handle the quick
“on-o�-on" activities, we cluster all channel watching logs
with time gap less than 10 seconds into one watching session. Figure 1 consists of two sessions, during each of which
the user watched four and two channels respectively.
• Channel Switching Type: A user can reach a channel
through three types of channel switching: she starts with
the �rst channel appeared after she turns on the TV (initial);
she intentionally jumps from her current channel to another target channel by typing the channel number on
her remote (jump); she randomly navigates to the next
or previous channel by pressing the channel up or down
button on her remote (tune). Our trace does not have user
remote action logs. Instead, we classify a channel switching into jump or tune by simply checking whether the id
of the channel switched to is adjacent to the id of the previous channel. Channel switchings in Figure 1 are labeled
correspondently.
• Interesting Channels: The time that a user spends on a
channel re�ects her interest in the channel. We de�ne an
interesting channel as a channel being watched continuously by the user for a duration longer than some threshold

3.2

Channel Watching Statistics

3.2.1 how many channels a user watches?
As the �rst step of our user behavior study, we report in Table 1
the distribution of the number of channels watched by a user over
di�erent time periods (daily, weekly, monthly). Each cell has two
numbers. The �rst one is the number of channels that the user
watched for at least 10 minutes, the second one is the number of
all channels watched by the user, regardless of the duration. We
can make two interesting observations from Table 1. First of all,
most users only watch a small subset of channels. For example, out
of the 133 channels, the median number of channels watched by a
user each day is only 7 and only 3 channels are watched for longer
than 10 minutes. This suggests that users may need help to search
for and �nd more interesting channels to watch. Meanwhile, the
numbers of watched/interesting channels increase sub-linearly as
we increase the time period from a day, to a week, then to a month.
This suggests that users’ interests are kind of consistent over time
and a channel RS can predict a user’s future interest by properly
mining the user’s channel watching history.
3.2.2 when are channels watched?
Next we investigate the temporal pattern of users’ channel watching activities. In Figure 2 , we plot for each channel the heat-map of
the channel-watching duration from all users over 4 weeks. Each
color block encodes the aggregate channel-watching duration for
each channel at each hour-of-day accumulated for 4 we‘ eks (e.g.,
the left bottom corner block represents the total watching duration
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Figure 2: Heatmap of Channel Watching Activity: the color of the block for each channel at each hour-of-week encodes the
aggregate watching time from all users over four weeks.
Table 1: The number of unique channels watched by a user.
The �rst number in each cell is for channels watched for at
least 10 minutes and the second number is for all channels
watched.
Percentile

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

10%
25%
50%
75%
90%

4/10
8/21
14/39
22/62
30/85

2/4
3/8
6/17
10/30
15/47

1/1
1/3
3/7
4/13
6/21

Figure 3b plots the distribution of the number of channel switchings
(i.e., the number of channels watched minus one) within a session.
40% of the view sessions don’t have any channel switching (number
of switch = 1). Meanwhile, there are more than 25% of sessions
have �ve or more channel switchings. Figure 3c is the scatter plot
of channel switching counts vs. session durations. Durations are
binned for each minute, and the average channel switching count
for sessions in each bin is plotted. The switching count increases
as the duration increases till around 300 minutes, but decreases
between 300 minutes and 600 minutes. Some of those long watchingsessions are probably inactive sessions, e.g., users may just let the
TV on and don’t watch it actively.
3.3.2 how long a user stays with a channel?
Channel watching duration - the duration that a user stays with a
channel is a simple and e�ective measure of how interesting the
channel is to her. Now we analyze how long a user watches a channel before her interest fades away. In Figure 4a, we plot the probability mass function of channel-watching duration in the log-log scale.
The piece-wise linear curve suggests that the channel-watching
duration generally follows the power law. The black dot line in
Figure 4a is the over-all �tting line based on power law. It performs
well before one minute and shifts away after that. To increase the
accuracy, we �t the duration distribution with a segmented power
law distribution, with four segments: [0, 34), [34, 630), [630, 2500)
and [2500, 1). The segmented curve matches the original curve better.The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test score drops from 0.233 to 0.007.
The fact that power law exponent varies with watching duration
suggests that a duration-dependent channel switch-out rate, which
re�ects di�erent channel switching behaviors at di�erent stages
of channel watching. We de�ne channel switching out rate as the

of Channel 1 between UTC 0 am - 1 am for the four Fridays in our
trace). Clearly, there is a strong weekly pattern in Figure 2.
For example, Channel 41, a local news channel, has an obvious
peak hour everyday, during which it always attracts more users
than other channels (vertical comparison). For the same channel, the
aggregate watching duration in each peak hour is also signi�cantly
higher than those in the other hours (horizontal comparison). Users
also tend to concentrate on a few channels (e.g., weekly TV shows of
Channel 3, 6) on Friday night. Motived by this temporal pattern, we
will include the hourly channel watching schedule as an important
feature for our proposed channel RSs in Section 4.

3.3 Channel Switching Statistics
3.3.1 how frequent channel switching is?
Figure 3a is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plot of the
duration of watching sessions. More than half of the sessions are
from 10 minutes to 5 hours, and the median is around 24 minutes.
150
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(b) Switching Count

(c) Count vs. Duration

Figure 3: Statistics of Channel Watching Sessions

(a) Duration Distribution.

(b) Switching Out Rate.

Figure 4: Channel Watching Duration and Switching Out Rate.
hazard rate used in survival analysis, which is the probability of
a user switches out of a channel immediately after her watching
duration reaches t conditional on she has watched the channel for
longer than t:
(t ) , lim

t !0

10 minutes/40 minutes can be used as thresholds to judge a user’s
short-term/long-term interest on a channel.
3.3.3 how users switch channels?
As de�ned earlier, there are three ways through which a user can
switch to a channel: Initial, Jump, and Tune. Table 2 lists the
counts and percentages of each of them. It also lists the mean and
median duration of channel watching time immediately after each
type of switching.
It is obvious that how a user switches to a channel has a strong
impact on how long she will watch the channel. As further shown
in Figure 5a, “jump-to" channels are watched signi�cantly longer
then “tune-to" channels. This can be explained as users have some
pre-knowledge or expectation on what channels may interest them
when they decide to input channel numbers on their remotes directly. Meanwhile, when a user does channel sur�ng using the
“tune" method, she normally does not have a clear preference on
which channel to watch. Consequently, she will quickly go through

P (t 6 T < t + t )
,
t · P (T > t )

where T is a random variable denoting a user’s channel watching
duration.
We plot the channel switching out rate in Figure 4b. As expected,
the channel switching rate (hazard rate) decreases as channel watching duration grows. However, we also notice two turning points at
the curve near 10 minutes and 40 minutes. The fact that channel
switching out rate decreases faster at the turning points suggest
after a user watches a channel for more than 10 minutes or 40
minutes, she becomes signi�cantly more stable and tends to watch
the same channel longer. In other words, watching durations of
151
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Statistics of Channel Switching: a) watching duration after each channel switching; b) the number of switchings for
each channel searching.
Table 2: Statistics of di�erent types of channel-switching
Switch

Count

Ratio

Type
Jump
Tune
Initial

(Million)
43.43
16.06
11.68

(%)
61.02
22.57
16.41

recommend a list of channels to a user whenever she wants to
switch channel. The goal is to help users quickly �nd interesting
channels to watch.

Channel Watching
Duration (Sec.)
Mean
Median
1142
37.4
812
23.0
3685
100.6

4.1

As we discussed in Section 3.3.3, channel-switching is triggered
by user’s desire of seeking a new interesting channel. Although
channel RSs can generate real-time recommendation at any time,
we choose user-initiated channel-switching actions to be the recommendation trigger. For the example in Figure 1, recommendations
should be generated at all channel switching moments after the
user �nished watching channel 2 and before she �nds channel 10.
We will also compare recommendation performance for di�erent
types of channel switchings. Given past channel-watching logs of
a large number of users, for each target user u, RS will generate a
score scorec,u,t for each candidate channel c at time t, and return a
list of k channels D
C(u, t ) with the highest scores. The top-k channel
list gets a hit if it includes the channel c that is indeed watched by
user u for at least T = 10 minutes immediately after t.
There are mainly two work�ows for our proposed system as in
Figure 6: training �ow and recommendation �ow. During the training phase, base RSs are prepared/trained based on user channelwatching logs. Each base RS will generate a score for each (candidate
channel, user) pair. These scores will serve as features to train a
fusion RS model as will be described in Section 4.4. During the
recommendation phase, we use (user, time) as the only input, and
feed it to trained base RSs to generate features, which are fed to
the trained fusion model to generate realtime channel recommendations.

a sequence of channels before settling down on an interesting channel. Finally, “initial" channels are watched the longest among the
three. The reason might be that some users con�gure their TV and
set up their most favorite channel as the default channel to show
after power-on. It might also be due to the TV is not being watched
or controlled by an active user after power-on, e.g., TVs in public
places, such as bars and restaurants.
It takes users time and e�orts to �nd interesting channels to
watch. Naturally, we want to know whether a user can always
�nd interesting channels, and if so, how many channel switchings
she has to do. We call the sequence of channel switching activities
between the end of last “interesting" channel or power-on, and
the next “interesting" channel or power-o� as “channel searching".
Among all channel searching activities, users fail to �nd the next
interesting channel 28% of time. Among the rest 72% successful
channel searching activities, 43% interesting channels are found by
Jump, 13% by Tune, and 16% by Initial. As illustrated in Figure
5b, if a user ever �nds an interesting channel, she needs to switch
channel more than once with 50% chance, and more than 5 times
with 10% chance. It takes even more channel switchings before a
user gives up without �nding any interesting channel.

4

RS Task and Work�ow

4.2

CHANNEL RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

Base RSs

Our recommendation system is built on several well-known recommendation methods. Some of the methods were also used in [25].
The results of those methods will be utilized as features for fusion
RSs. This section will �rst describe all six base methods we used
and then compare their recommendation accuracies.

The analysis in the previous section demonstrates that users either fail to �nd interesting channels to watch or have to switch
channels multiple times before reaching an interesting channel. In
this section, we develop realtime channel RSs that automatically
152
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Historic Channel-view Records:
A List of 4-tuple:
(user, time, start_time, end_time)

Real-time

User profile
2-tuple
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Base Recommender
R1
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R3
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Features (score from base
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Figure 6: Work Flows for the Proposed Realtime Channel Recommender System
Basic User-Channel Relation Features From channel-watching
logs, we can easily derive various user-channel relation features:
• U (c, t ) : the set of users watching channel c at time t;
• d (u, c, T ): the total time that user u spent watching channel c within some period T , which can be either contiguous
(e.g., the previous week) or non-contiguous (e.g., all 9pm 10 pm time slots of the previous week)
Current Global Popularity This method recommends the most
popular channels among all users at any given moment t, i.e.,the
channels currently watched by most users. The score of each channel c for user u at time t is:

for t = 8 : 14pm, it belongs to the [8pm, 9pm) hourly slot. The
channels watched most by a user between 8pm and 9pm in the past
month will be recommended to the user. We choose one hour as
the time slot length in our experiments.
User-based Collaborative Filtering This method recommends
channels that are watched by most similar users, a.k.a. nearest
neighbors. Given a set C of available channels, for each user u, we
de�ne her channel-watching duration vector during a period T as
DuT :
DuT [c] = d (u, c, T ),

The similarity sim(u, , t ) between user u and at time t is the co[t ,t )
sine similarity of their channel-watching duration vector Du
[t ,t )
and D
during the window before t:

p

scorec,u,t = |U (c, t )|,

where | · | denotes set size. This score is independent of users.
Historical Personal Popularity This method recommends the
channels watched most by the target user during a history window
(e.g. last week). The score of channel c for user u at time t is de�ned
as:
pp
scorec,u,t = d (u, c, [t
, t )) ,

sim(u, , t )

= d (u, c, [t

=

Du

[t

,t )

Du

[t

,t )

·D

[t

,t )

[t

,t )

D

We can then �nd the k-nearest-neighbors of user u as Uuknn and
calculate the user CF recommendation score as:
X
ucf
scorec,u,t =
d ( , c, [t
, t )).

where is the history window size (e.g., a week).
Personal Schedule This method recommends channels based on
the user’s channel watching history at speci�c time slots within
a history window. The score of channel c for user u at time t is
de�ned as:
ps
scorec,u,t

8c 2 C.

2Uuk nn

Personal Channel Transition This method recommends channels based on each user’s channel transition pattern. From history
viewing logs, we can derive the channel transition probability: given
the previous interesting channel c 0 watched by user u, the transition probability that the next interesting channel watched by u is c

, t ) \ S(t )) ,

where S(t ) is the time slots that t belongs to. For example, if the
history window is one month, we use hourly slots to de�ne schedule,
153
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can be calculated as:

the accuracy of base RSs. Experiment Metric: top-k hit ratio.
Whenever a user initiates a channel switch, our system will generate
a short list of k channels out of more than 100 channels. We call a
top-k channel list a hit if one out of the k recommended channels
is indeed watched continuously by the user for at least 10 minutes
within next 20 minutes interval. The top-k hit ratio for a RS is
simply the fraction of hits among top k-channel lists generated by
the RS for all channel switches. As in Figure 7, all other methods
outperform “global popularity" method in most cases. “personal
popularity" and “personal schedule" methods are the best among
them. LDA topic model has poor performance, this may due to the
overly-simpli�ed assumption we made: the same program is always
broadcast at the same hour of a day.

|Su (c 0 ! c)|
pu (c |c 0 ) =
,
|Su (c 0 ! ⇤)|

where Su (c 0 ! c) is the set of user u’s interesting channel switching
actions from c 0 to c, and Su (c 0 ! ⇤) is the set of user u’s interesting channel switching actions from c 0 to any other channel. The
recommendation score of each channel c and user u at time t is
de�ned as:
ct
scorec,u,t
= pu (c |l (u, t )),

where l (u, t ) is the last interesting channel watched by u prior to t.
LDA Topic Model This method recommends channels based on
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model [3]. In LDA, a collection of words (i.e., a document) may be explained as a mixture of
several latent topics. The probability that a word appears in a document can be estimated by the topic distribution of the document
and the word distribution of a topic.
We treat a user’s channel-viewing log as a “document", which
consists of a sequence of “words", each of which is a 2-tuple (channel,
hour-of-day). The intuition behind this is: even though we don’t
have program information for each channel, since many channels
schedule repetitive programs or programs with a similar type in the
same hourly slot of a day, such as daily news program at 7pm, or
football matches at 1pm, each (channel, hour) tuple can be treated
as a repetitive program or programs with similar types.
If a LDA model is trained based on “documents" of user channel
viewing logs, we can predict the most possible “words" (compounds
of a channel and a hour) for each user. More speci�cally, the LDA
method predicts latent topic/interest distribution of each user (represented by the “document" of her channel viewing log) and the
latent topic/interest distribution for each (channel, hour) tuple i.e,
the “word" for LDA. Finally, the most possible “word" (X,Y) for user
u can be easily interpreted as user u is most likely to watch channel
X in hour Y. Terms used in our LDA model are de�ned as following:
• Pseudo word w (c, h): a 2-tuple of (channel, hour) treated
as a virtual program,
• Word frequency f (c, h) in document d: the summation
of watching duration of a pseudo word w (c, h) by a user d
within a time window,
• Topic k of user d: it re�ects a latent topic of a user; a user
may have multiple possible latent topics,
• User-topic distribution u,k : probability of a user u contains a topic k,
• Topic-(channel, hour) distribution k,w (c,h) : the probability of a topic k contains a channel-hour tuple w (c, h).
Finally, the recommendation score of channel c for user u at time t
is de�ned as:
X
lda
scorec,u,t
=
u,k k,w (c,h (t )) ,
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Figure 7: Top-k Hit Ratio of Base Channel Recommender
Systems
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Figure 8: Top-3 Hit Ratio of Base Channel Recommender
Systems for Users with Di�erent Watching Activity Levels.

k

where h(t ) is the hour-of-day that t belongs to.

In Figure 8, we further compare the RS performance (Top-3 hit
ratio) for users with di�erent watching activity levels, which are
measured by the number of channels that are watched by a user
for more than 10 minutes during one week. For users who watched
no more than three channels in a week, channel transition RS
works the best. This is because users only switch between a small

4.3 Base RS Performance.
Training/Testing Separation. Our 31-day dataset is split into a
training set (the �rst 24 days) and a testing set (the last 7 days).
The training set is used for training (LDA method) or statistical
analysis (all the other base methods). The testing set is used to test
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number of candidate channels. But for users who watched more
channels, the channel transition RS performance is not as good,
simply because now there are more channels that a user can switch
to. Personal popularity RS works the best for users who watched
4 to 9 channels. This suggests that for this group of users, their
interests have some consistence over time. Finally, for active users
who watched more than 10 channels, the personal schedule RS is
slightly better than personal popularity. This is because those users
tend to spend longer time watching TV, and have di�erent interests
in di�erent time slots.
Finally, Figure 9 plots the distribution of (user, week) tuples
and recommendation events over di�erent watching activity levels.
While the numbers of (user, week) tuples falling into all levels
are comparable, vast majority of recommendations are generated
for active users, since they initiate more channel switches. As a
result, the average hit-ratio (averaged over recommendation events,
not over users) in Figure 7 is dominated by hit ratios for active
users, for whom the base RSs do not work as well as less active
users. Motivated by this, we will study fusion algorithms to further
improve base RS accuracy, especially for active users.
(User, Week)

whenever a user switches channel, we obtain the candidate channels from all base RSs, and use their associated scores as feature
values. We then assign a binary label to each candidate channel, depending on whether the user actually watched the channel after the
switch. Using training data, we obtain binary classi�cation models
(LR, SVM, or RF), which will be used to generate fusion scores for
candidate channels, and consequently recommendation lists in the
test phase.
Ranking Approaches. We investigates two approaches of ranking channels: pointwise and pairwise. The pointwise approach ranks
all channels directly based on their fusion scores. The pairwise approach, on the other hand, predicts if a channel is more interesting
than another channel based on their feature values. To conduct
pairwise ranking, original samples are transformed into sample
pairs. For example, at certain time, there are three original samples (sch1 , true), (sch2 , f alse), (sch3 , f alse), where schi is the score
vector of channel i and true/f alse is the label of whether the user
watched channel i. Then we can transform these three samples into
two sample pairs: (sch1 sch2 , true), (sch3 sch1 , f alse), where the
true label represents channel 1 is more interesting than channel
2, and the f alse label represents channel 3 is less interesting than
channel 1. Pairs between samples with original negative labels are
ignored. Then we train binary classi�cation models to predict the
relative ranking between channel pairs based on the di�erence
between their score vectors. To generate recommendation list in
the test phase, we �rst estimate the relative ranking among all
candidate channel pairs. If channel A ranks higher than channel B,
it will get one vote. Finally, channels with most votes will be placed
at the top of recommendation list.
Data Partition. We also need to consider whether and how our
data should be grouped for model training. For example, on one
hand, if we train one model for all users over all time, the model
granularity may be too coarse; on the other hand, if we partition
data according to users/hours and train multiple per-user/per-hour
models, our training data will become too sparse for training. We
studied three ways of data partition: no partition, per-user partition (di�erent models for di�erent users), and per-hour partition
(di�erent models for di�erent hour-of-day).
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Figure 9: Distribution of Users and Recommendation Events
over Di�erent Watching Activity Levels.

4.5

4.4 Fusion Recommender Systems

Fusion RS Performance

To search for the best fusion setting, we enumerate all combinations
of the previous three design dimensions. For each setting, we test
and train a fusion RS using a subset of our dataset which contains
13,284 users. Again, data from the �rst 24 days are used for training,
and data from the last 7 days are used for testing. In Table 3, we
compare the recommendation accuracy regarding hit ratio. We also
include two baseline methods: 1) “Best Single" is the best base RS
when recommending top 1/3/5 channels; 2) “Score Sum" uses the
sum of scores of all base RSs as the �nal score for a channel. Some
settings such as SVM model and per-user partition are skipped in
Table 3 due to their bad performance. Among all other settings, we
can see random forest (RF) models outperform other models, and
the setting of per-hour pairwise random forest model is the best
among all of them. It achieves signi�cant improvement over the
individual base RSs.

Now we study fusion RSs that combine scores generated by base
RSs using some fusion function F (·) to produce the �nal scores for
all channels and recommendation list.
D
p
pp
ps
scorec,u,t = F ( scorec,u,t , scorec,u,t , scorec,u,t ,
E
uc f
ct
lda
scorec,u,t , scorec,u,t
, scorec,u,t
)

The performance of fusion RS is mostly determined by the design
of F (·), including prediction models, ranking approaches and data
partition methods.
Prediction Models. The goal of a fusion RS is to predict whether a
channel will interest a user based on the scores obtained by the base
RSs. This is a typical binary classi�cation problem, and a lot of existing prediction models can be adopted. We mainly explored three
of them: Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10]
and Random Forest (RF) [4]. For each model, in the training phase,
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Table 3: Performance Comparison of Fusion Channel RSs.

Top 1
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Figure 10: Top-k Hit Ratio of Fusion Channel RS for Di�erent Switching Types.

Figure 11: Performance of Fusion RS after Removing One
Base RS.

We also found that our RSs generally perform better for “jump"
type of channel switching as illustrated in Figure 10. It is not surprising because users usually have some ideas about which channel
may interest them when they directly “jump" to a channel. Therefore “jump" switching is more predictable than “tune". This result
suggests that our RS can catch users’ realtime personal preferences.
Meanwhile, our RS is still accurate for “tune" switchings. Indeed, the
utility of RS might be even higher for “tune" switching, since this is
when a user is less clear about what she should watch.
To evaluate whether RSs can provide complementary information, leave-one-out models are generated and tested. We pick one
base RS at a time and compare the performance of fusion RS without
it. As in Figure 11, all base RSs can improve the �nal performance
(except some top-1 cases), and personal popularity and personal
schedule methods are the most important two. This is consistent
with performance of individual RSs in Figure 7.
Meanwhile, we should also notice that more computational expensive methods, such as collaborative �ltering and LDA model,
are not necessarily more important base RSs contributing to the accuracy of our �nal fusion RS. Some straightforward methods, such
as personal popularity and personal schedule, may already catch
most import features of our dataset and have decent performance
on their own. Our study demonstrated the importance of statistical
analysis on data patterns prior to RS design. By carefully developing
and fusing di�erent base RSs, we were able to strike the desired
balance between the computation overhead and recommendation
accuracy in the fusion RS.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied realtime channel switching recommendation for IPTV systems. Using a large IPTV user trace, we �rst
conducted a thorough user study and gained valuable insights on
when, why and how they switch channels. We then developed
six base RSs that generate channel recommendations using basic
user-channel features, such as personal schedule, personal channel
popularity, channel transition patterns, as well as classic recommendation methods, such as global popularity, user-based CF, and LDA.
We further improve the accuracies of base RSs using di�erent fusion
methods. Through extensive evaluation, we demonstrated that our
fusion RS model outperforms individual base RSs and can accurately
guide user channel switching by using extremely short recommendation lists. Our proposed RSs incur low data and computation
overheads, and are suitable for realtime channel recommendation
in practical IPTV systems.
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